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It’s not uncommon for sales managers, marketing teams or executives to be  tasked 
with planning an event that they don’t have the time—or expertise—to handle.  
This was the case for Jill Billhorn, Vice President, Small Business at  CDW.  On top  
of running a business, Billhorn and staff were tasked with  planning client events outside 
of their workday—and  job description.

“ The whole process is so time-consuming,” Billhorn says. “The demand to find creative events can be draining.”  
The result was subpar events that weren’t run very smoothly.

In a particularly tight crunch to plan an event, Billhorn knew something needed to change and she found Kapow.

“ Kapow’s website was filled with creative experiences that were already packaged together,” Billhorn says. 
“ I was able to pick a complete experience rather than starting from scratch and researching each individual part.  
Having all the information in one spot was hugely helpful.”

Billhorn booked the event through Kapow and the experience went off without a hitch.

“ The amount of time I saved was incredible,” Billhorn says. “I didn’t have to waste time looking up locations,  
pricing and availability. I was able to concentrate on what I wanted to get out of the event.”

After the success of CDW’s first experience, Billhorn and staff began using Kapow for client entertainment 
events across the country. 

“ Kapow has saved my teams across the country more than eight hours per week that they otherwise  
would’ve spent planning events,” says Billhorn.  
She has been pleased to see not only an improvement in the quality of CDW’s events, but the lasting impression 
the experiences leave on guests.

“ Everyone loves Kapow experiences,” Billhorn says. “They are so unique. We’ve done things I never would have  
thought of. If you’re someone who’s tasked with planning events on a consistent basis, or if you’re just someone  
who would like to actually enjoy your event, I would highly recommend using Kapow.” 
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